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Cascading Style Sheets 2.0 Programmer's ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2001
The most authoritative quick reference available for CSS programmers. This handy resource gives you programming essentials at your fingertips, including all the new tags and features in CSS 2.0. You'll get concise information on designing and deploying complex style sheets as well as details on browser support. 

       Programmer's guide...
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Semantic Web ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
The next major advance in the Web?Web 3.0?will be built on semantic Web technologies, which will allow data to be shared and reused across application, enterprise, and community boundaries. Written by a team of highly experienced Web developers, this book explains examines how this powerful new technology can unify and fully leverage the...
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Essential XHTML fastSpringer, 2003

	
		XHTML is a flexible XML-based markup language for designing Web sites. In January 2000, the W3C announced that it was supporting the development of XHTML as a replacement to HTML. HTML will continue to be around for a while, but if you want to develop Web sites for the future you need to switch to XHTML. Designers who make the change...
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The XML Schema Complete ReferencePearson Education, 2002
With the successful implementation of XML Schema, developers are learning how  to increase productivity, improve software reliability, minimize development  time, and decrease time to market. This in-depth reference is an all-in-one  resource designed to help developers leverage the power and potential of XML  schemas by offering a complete...
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Mobile Messaging Technologies and Services: SMS, EMS and MMSJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Building on the success of the first edition, Mobile Messaging Technologies and Services offers extensive new and revised material based upon the latest research and industry developments. While early implementations targeted person-to-person messaging, MMS has now evolved to facilitate such requirements as the mass delivery of...
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XML SchemaO'Reilly, 2002
The W3C's XML Schema offers a powerful set of tools for defining acceptable XML document structures and content. While schemas are powerful, that power comes with substantial complexity. This book explains XML Schema foundations, a variety of different styles for writing schemas, simple and complex types, datatypes and facets, keys, extensibility,...
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Web Standards Solutions: The Markup and Style Handbook (Pioneering Series)Friends of Ed, 2004
Web Standards are the standard technology specifications enforced by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) to make sure that web designers and browser manufacturers are using the same technology syntax. It is important that these implementations are the same throughout the Web, otherwise it becomes a messy proprietary place, and lacks consistency....
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XHTML by ExampleQue, 2000
XHTML by Example explains the differences in syntax between HTML and XHTML, and the concept of 'well-formedness', which is underused in HTML but crucial and required in XHTML. Further coverage includes authoring guidelines for a smooth transition to XHTML, XML DTDs and Schemas, and how they relate to XHTML, how XHTML modularization provides...
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Beginning XML, 4th Edition (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
The perfect resource for beginning XML programmers, this guidebook shows you what XML is, how to use it, and what technologies surround it. The authors build on the strengths of previous editions while covering the latest changes in the XML landscape such as XQuery, RSS and Atom, and Ajax. You will progress from XML basics to more advanced...
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Querying XML, : XQuery, XPath, and SQL/XML in context (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006
There is no more authoritative pair of authors on Querying XML than Jim Melton and Stephen Buxton. Best of all, as readers of Jim's other books know, his informal writing style will teach you what you need to know about this complex subject without giving you a headache. If you need a comprehensive and accessible overview of Querying XML, this...
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Sams Teach Yourself Adobe LiveMotion 2 in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2002
LiveMotion is Adobe's premiere Web graphics and animation design tool.  It allows designers to work with vector and raster graphics in an easy-to-use environment, with an interface that is designed to be both intuitive and familiar to those who use other Adobe products.
A new version of LiveMotion is expected to be released in the 1st quarter...
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XSLT 2.0 Programmer's Reference (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
XSLT 2.0 Programmer's Reference, 3rd Edition, is the authoritative reference guide to the language. Without using the formal and inaccessible language of the W3C specifications, it tells you exactly what every construct in the language does, and how it is intended to be used. This book is a reference rather than a tutorial; it is...
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